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MY HEIMAT – THE PRÄTTIGAU

DEREK AND RUTH DAWSON

Fig. 1 Map of Main Settlements in the Prättigau Area
This article is based on a display given by our member Ruth Dawson to the HPS Southern Region Group
in Salisbury on 24th October 2009. Derek and Ruth have kindly written it and provided several illustrations
to enable all members of the Society to benefit from their researches. (Editor)
Ruth was born in Klosters (Canton Graubünden), one of the best skiing venues in Europe, in the Prättigau
Valley that goes down to Landquart. The Prättigau means 'The valley of the green fields' and it is truly just
that. Her heimat collection consists of photographs, postcards, covers, stamps, postmarks and other
ephemera about the area, amassed primarily to provide her family and the grandchildren with a better
understanding of her early life in the mountains. Ruth was one of three children, but her mother was one
of twelve. Ruth's grandmother and grandfather were farmers/foresters and many of her first memories are
of the thirty-six cousins she had and helping on the farm during the summer months.
Including as much postal history into the collection has combined a hobby of thirty years and provided
good reason to visit all but one (Schuders) of the villages and hamlets down the valley which we (Ruth
and Derek) achieved this year.
The towns and villages covered in the collection are : Klosters, Monbiel, Klosters -Dorf, Mezzaselva,
Serneus, Saas, Conters - Prätt, Luzein, Pany, Küblis, Dalvazza, Gadenstätt, St. Antönien, St. Antönien
-Rüti (up the Schraub valley), Ascharina, Schuders, Jenaz, Schiers, Seewis, Fideris, Buchen, MittelLunden, Valzeina, Grüsch and lastly Fanas Pardisla, the first stop where the railway was brought into the
valley in 1889 ref. Fig. 1 above.(Continued over next two pages).
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Fig. 3 (above) and Fig. 4 (below)

Most of the village post offices opened in around 1850 and the collection contains lovely straight line
cancels for most of the aforementioned villages. Most of this mail was, in the early years, within the valley
or across to the Engadine and had no stamps. Presumably the postmaster did not feel it necessary to
conform to the rules but collected the appropriate fees. Eventually the straight line cancels were phased
out and circular cancels replaced them.
The railway, introduced to Klosters in 1889, reached Davos two years later at which time tourists started
to arrive in ever increasing numbers. The initial horse and trap/sledge services became post coaches and
in approximately 1926 the first Post Auto arrived. By 1950 all the villages were kept open with snow
ploughs, thus the postmen's lives became easier. Today most of the mountain villages' post offices are
closed, post is collected daily from boxes and taken down to the offices at the valley floor.
During our tours of the villages several old residents were encountered all keen to help piece together the
past history, including the local historian and museum curator in St Antönien, who pointed out all the old
post houses, all of which sadly are now closed.
Of particular interest in the collection are straight line cancels of Klosters in 1847 and Klosters-Platz
Ambulant from 1910, two circular Klosters-Platz from 1869 and 1926, a circular Klosters-Dörfli from 1850
and on 1st August 1991(the 700th Anniversary of Switzerland) a square cancel from Klosters station
applied specially onto a commemorative set of Pro Juventute stamps.
Serneus is represented with a straight line entire from 1860 which was a death certificate plus two
envelopes from the local Spa-Bath. Küblis boasts two straight line cancels, despite information that only
circular post marks existed. There is also a payment made to a doctor in Davos (Empfangschein) by a
man from Langwies which is about 60 km. by road but only 7 km. as the crow flies over the mountains.
There are straight line cancels from Conters and Conters Prätt and others from Luzein and Pany. Ruth's
mother grew up in Pany where the old post office is now a pizza restaurant.
A very interesting document, an 'Einzugsmandat', was sent from Madulein (the name was changed to
Madulain on 1st April 1944 when many places changed to or added the name in Romantsch) to (see over)
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St. Antönien (see Fig. 2). It is surprising that no transit postmarks were applied to it until it reached
Dalvazza near Küblis and then Gadenstätt – Pany. Michael Rutherfoord helped us considerably with the
following explanation of this item : 'It authorises the postman to collect a debt, the receipt being in the
envelope. Such 'Einzugsmandats' are curious because there are no equivalent in any other country and
there is no easy translation in English. I have also seen 'Einzugsmandat' cards. At that time there were no
banks for ordinary people. The Postal Checks (Giro) came in 1906 and that helped the transfer of small
amounts and gave the Post Office the cash to expand their organisation, buildings and machines, etc.
without having to take out a bank credit. I am working on an article on these particular types of forms at
present.'
Fideris-Spa is of interest in that after the straight line cancels (Fig. 3) came a circular post mark of 1879
where the word Fideris is on one side (Fig. 4). In 1882 the new circular postmark had Fideris balanced
centrally. Michael Rutherfoord has pointed out that the Spa closed before 1879 so the post office filed off
the three letters thus leaving the cancel unbalanced. Sometime later the post office moved and the new
cancels were worded Fideris-Station.

Fig.5
We have several straight line entires from Jenaz one of which (Fig. 5) contained a marriage certificate
('Copulation Schein') which appears to be that of one of Ruth's ancestors from her mother's side. Also
early cancels from Schiers, Furna, Buchen, Fanas, Schuders and, almost at the bottom of the valley,
several old straight line cancels from Grüsch, Seewis and Valzeina. Apparently the postmaster of Seewis
had his office in the corner of the Castle and was famous for smoking sausages which were all done in
the office's open fire place. My most recent find in Rapperswil was a card dated 1913 from Valzeina which
was walked down to the station at Pardisla.
The philatelic material in the collection is augmented by an album of photographs of all the villages taken
in 2009, showing off at its best the 'Valley of the Green Fields'.
N.B. Thanks go to the help we have received from Michael Rutherfoord, Konrad Flütsch from St Antönien
and Derrick Slate who introduced us to a book in the Society's library that includes a detailed schedule of
the dates of the official opening and closure of the various post offices in the valley. (More to follow –
Editor)
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HEINZ LUDWIG KATCHER (8th February 1922 - 9th December 2009) – AN OBITUARY
Heinz once told me that his life divided into five parts. These are : childhood in Austria, his being fostered,
Betty and philately (the two inextricably linked) and his last years. The briefest of sketches will have to
suffice. He was aboard the last trainload of Jewish children from Austria before the Anschluss (organised
by the magnificent Count Bernadotte under the auspices of the Swedish Embassy) and he was never to
see his parents again. On arrival in England as a refugee he spent time in internment camps before being
fostered by a devout Quaker family (how good to see their son, Chas, at his funeral). His later courtship
involved passing security guards and being chased by them INTO the office in which Betty then worked.
Their long marriage was fruitful, Betty being both his springboard and his backbone. His rise from selftaught enquirer to world leader in a minority-interest profession was truly astounding and could not have
happened without her. In his last years, after Betty's death, he was amply supported by family and
friends.
Like all of us would wish to be (but few achieve), Heinz will be remembered more for what he was than
what he did. I first met him in 1949 or 1950 whilst still in shorts. My collection at that time consisted of four
Swiss from Zum/AC 297 – 308 and two others which I used as swaps. It cost me half of my weekly pocket
money to travel to Woodside Park in order to spend the other half on stamps (Swiss, not Hungarian new
issues as he was also engaged in). It gave him as much pleasure to spend time then with a young
customer buying the commonest of stamps as it did later when selling rarities to those who could afford
them.
If I may pun, the courtesy Heinz showed me then, and for the rest of his days, is but one characteristic in
a whole catalogue of worthwhile human qualities. Matching this courtesy (but impossible to put in
catalogue order bar one) he was equally well known for his warmth, generosity, charm, hospitality,
modesty and a simply irrepressible sense of fun. It seems to me the only time he didn't smile was when
he had a cigar in his mouth ! The 'bar one' is the enviable and admirable ability to succeed and make
something of oneself after an appalling beginning and many years of straightened circumstances. In his
case, Betty was of course invaluable in the later ones.
Somewhere in this hazy cloud of recollections is Heinz's love of photography, gadgetry and cars. The last
is important as it accounts for his vast car (make unknown to me) registration number HLK 57 : if that
does not illustrate his sense of fun and sheer joie de vivre at having turned adversity into victory, then
nothing does.
Like all of us would wish to do (but few achieve), Heinz leaves behind him at least four memorials. Those
are the Amateur Collector catalogue, the HL Katcher Trophy and, the crown of them all, Zum/AC PD4A.
The fourth is the poor man's facsimile of the last, Zum/AC S78B, showing the original.
The world has lost a man of immense stature, beside whom most of us pale. If it is true that “In my
Father's House there are many mansions”, then the Philatelic Mansion has gained him, cigar, smile and
all. But it is worse than that : many of us have been through a three day binge but can you envisage his
welcoming party going on for eternity ?
He is survived by his daughters Angela and Yvonne and their respective husbands, Derek and Peris, and
his grandchildren. If our loss is great, then theirs is greater. To all of them, all our condolences and
commiserations.
Footnote : in days past, Heinz used to refer to two of us as “My Terrible Twins” : a contribution from the
other will hopefully follow in the March edition of the HPS Newsletter. (CJ)
CELEBRATING 50 YEARS
The Swiss Postmark Society has recently celebrated its 50th Anniversary, FDCs and all. Congratulations
are due to all concerned. They have produced a very 'Special Edition' of their journal 'Der
Poststempelsammler' with 62 A5 pages packed with 'basic' and definitely 'not so basic' information on the
various cancellations that can be found if you search hard enough and have the right supply chains.
Almost all the articles are in German or French, but I think it is a 'must read', particularly for those
beginning to dabble in this area of Swiss philately. A copy is in our Library for reference (Editor).
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Much as I admire our Society's well known late President Edward H. Spiro, I fear that the article printed in
the December Edition of the HPS Newsletter was not quite accurate. While it is quite correct that up to the
end of 1851 the Rayon and Ortspost/Poste Locale stamps were denominated in what is now known as
“old Swiss Francs” after the re-issue of these same stamps on 1.1.1852 they were still sold at the face
value, but in new Swiss Francs i.e. the 5 Rp. value would be sold at 5 new Rappen not 8 Rappen (or
centimes) as Mr. Spiro suggested. Although this meant that stamps had become cheaper, because the
new Rappen was worth about 30% less than the old Rappen, the postal tariff had also changed
drastically on the same date. The old currency Rayon I stamp would pay for a letter up to 48 km. in
distance, while the new currency Rayon I stamp sold after 1.1.1852 was only valid for a letter up to about
10 km. If you wanted to send that same letter, say over a distance of 40 km. it would now cost 10 (new)
Rp. - see table below.
Half-lot (7½ g) letter would be carried

up to end of 1851

from 1.1.1852___

With a 2½ Rp. (Ortspost/Poste Locale) Stamp
Within town
(Local rate withdrawn)
With a 5Rp. (Rayon I) Stamp
up to 48 km.
only up to 9.6 km.
With a 10Rp. (Rayon II) Stamp
up to 120 km.
only up to 48 km.
With stamps totalling 15 Rp. or Rayon III Switzerland
up to 192 km.
Anywhere in Switzerland
With stamps totalling 20 Rp.
Anywhere in Switzerland ______________________
Shorter distances, even with cheaper new stamps, did cost more, long distances cost less.___________
It must also be pointed out that in many parts of Switzerland the even older Cantonal currencies were still
in use right up to the end of 1851, and the old Swiss Franc was in most parts of Switzerland no more than
a notional currency and people would still use their local cantonal Kreuzer, Batzen or Dukaten. In
contrast, the canton of Geneva had always used the French Franc, which after the currency reform of
1.1.1852 would be equal in value to the new Swiss Franc. So, prior to the currency reform, Geneva would
sell Poste Locale 2½ Rp. stamps at 4 centimes, Rayon 1 5 Rp. stamps at 8 centimes, etc. while after
1.1.1852 a 5 Rp. stamp would sell for 5 centimes even in Geneva. The currency revaluation also meant
that the old division (German Rappen = old Swiss currency/French Centimes = French or new Swiss
currency) became obsolete and the German speakers continued to call a hundredth of a Franc, even a
new Franc, “Rappen”, while French speakers stuck to their “Centimes”, but now both had the same value.
To summarise, up to Christmas 1851 Rayon and Ortspost (Poste Locale) Federal stamps were
denominated in old Swiss Francs. They were withdrawn and refunded between Christmas 1851 and New
Year 1852 in old currency, and the very same stamps were re-issued on 1.1.1852 but now in new Swiss
Franc currency (which was equal to the French currency) because the planned new currency stamps
(Strubel issue) were not ready. The very reason for the withdrawal of all stamps between Christmas and
New Year was to create a clean cut-off and avoid complications.
NEWS FROM OUR LIBRARIAN, DERRICK SLATE
The Library has two new acquisitions - Zumstein's 'Ganzsachen Schweiz 2010' (postal stationery
catalogue, weight 550g) and 'The Internment of Foreign Military in Switzerland 1859, 1871 and 1916 –
1919' by Georges Schild (weight just over 1kg). Derrick also points out that the Society's Library has 91
not 275 editions of “The Swiss Philatelist” bulletin (ref. HPS Newsletter December 2009 Page 93 Para. 3).
ANSWER TO QUERY ref. “MAIL TO HERR SEKULA”

BOB MEDLAND

This is an answer to part of Edward Quinton's queries in his article in the HPS Newsletter (December
2009 Page 96). 'Franco' labels were issued for the use of various post office departments – and not
government departments generally, which used 'Official' overprint etc. stamps – for official
correspondence. This is an area of Swiss Philately that I am collecting particularly and working up a
display and hopefully an article for the Newsletter in the near future. The labels replaced earlier
handstamps issued in 1907 and were in use between 1910 and 1969. There were six main issues but
numerous printings of each over the years. Hence this cover may have contained correspondence with
the Sekula philatelic business or possibly it was used to return an inadequately franked or addressed
letter. The Sekulas were, of course, renowned for devising non-standard ways of franking their out-going
mail.
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“The Internment of Foreign Military in Switzerland, 1859, 1871, 1916-19”.
Most philatelists know Georges Schild's 30 year-old booklet “The Internment of World War II Military in
Switzerland”, which has become a “bible” for postal historians in many countries. Now he has exceeded
all expectations with his new book of 336 pages (also in German) on the previous internments. A reverse
sequel. To call this book “remarkable” is not enough, it is bursting with colour illustrations, facts and
figures galore, maps, covers, historical photographs, orders and instructions, the lot, with emphasis on
the postal side.
There are three main sections :
A The Austrians in Laveno (Tessin) in 1859 (who ever heard of them before ?) - 8 pages.
B The French Bourbaki Army in 1871. Well-known, but here are all the details – 45 pages.
C The Great War period 1916 to 1919 (WW I we say today). This has never been covered in such detail
before – 264 pages.
The historical explanations are so interesting to me because he explains what had never happened
before. What did it mean to be a neutral country with fighting all around ? A new type of POW (Prisoner of
War) had to be created. Here the creation of the Red Cross in Switzerland in 1864 showed the way on
how these non-combatants were to be treated.
The problem of 90,000 armed, cold and hungry men suddenly appearing on the Swiss boundary in
February 1871, twice the size of the Swiss Army ? What do you do ? When both sides in 1916 asked
Switzerland to look after their wounded and sick POWs, there were thousands of new problems. How was
this to be organised ? In both cases the importance of letters to and from these rescued men cannot be
under-estimated, but it had to be arranged fast. Millions of them, free.
This book explains where they were quartered and how the post was organised, with unique documents
and many personal letters. Specialists will have many of their questions answered. Probably all the
relevant Postal Circulars are printed in full, a mine of little-known information. A list of books on further
aspects completes the story as far as is possible today. But it will never be all. Order direct from :
Georges Schild, Rainmatt-Strasse 3, CH-3011 BERN or by email g.schild@datacomm.ch or Fax at 0041
(0)31 381 4750. Price CHF 70.00, postage - Switzerland CHF 10.00, UK CHF 18.00, ask for other
countries.
FUTURE SOCIETY MEETINGS
Annual National Meeting - Saturday 17th/Sunday 18th April 2010 at the Oxford Belfry Hotel, Thame – for
full details and booking form refer to the sheet enclosed with the December edition of your Newsletter.
London – Thursday 14th April at 6.30 p.m. - 'Odds and Ends' – All members, in Room B327, Macmillan
House, (adjoining Platform 1), Paddington Station, London W2. Further details from Claude Mistely : Tel.
01737 551689.
Northern – Saturday 6th February at 2.00.p.m. - 'Swiss Ralways' by Philip Vaughan in Corporation Mill,
Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire. Further details from David Hope : Tel. 0161 303 0091.
Southern - Saturday 20th February at 10.00.a.m. for 10.30.p.m. - “Canton St. Gallen” – principal speaker,
Peter Vonwiller at the Cricket Field House Hotel, Wilton Road, Salisbury (on the A36 heading west out of
the city) – Web : www.cricketfieldhouse.co.uk All members are invited to bring related material to show.
Further details from Fred Hoadley : Tel. 01403 711987.
PS. - The promised review of the new Stanley Gibbons' 'Italy and Switzerland' catalogue will appear in the
March edition of the Newsletter.
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The London Group has reached crisis point. Unless we can raise the attendance to an acceptable level,
the Group will have to close for lack of support. We need to have a nucleus of regular attendees of at
least eight. At the moment it is well below this and therefore not viable. We require a guarantee or pledge
from regular attendees to attend at least once out of every two or three scheduled meetings, barring
illness. If this guarantee is received, we will schedule two or three meetings for the 2010 – 2011 season,
depending on the numbers giving such a guarantee. The members who do attend have greatly enjoyed
the displays at the London meetings and we are always open to suggestions for different topics. The
meeting room at Paddington Station is not convenient for everyone, but it is at the most reasonable rate
we have been able to find near the centre of London. A venue too far away from the centre would be too
difficult for most. We must be able to be sure of sufficient support in order to continue. If you want to
continue having London meetings, please write to the London Chairman, Claude Mistely at : “Beach
Dene”, 15, Hollymeoak Road, Chipstead, Coulsdon, Surrey CR5 3QA or by e-mail at
cpmch@btinternet.com
You are welcome to make comments and suggestions if you wish. If we do not receive sufficient pledges
then the meeting on the 14th April will have to be the last for the foreseeable future.
RÖLLI AUCTION
The annual Specialist Auction of Swiss and some worldwide material by the firm of Rölli will take place in
Luzern on 4th - 6th February 2010. It is particularly strong in Postage Due, “Tübli” Covers, Classic Stamps
and Postal History, etc. Bids can be made in person, by post or on the Internet – www.roelliphila.ch
Written bids must be received by 3rd February. Address – Rölli Auktion Luzern, Seidenhofstrasse 2, CH6003 Luzern, Switzerland Tel. +41 (0)41 226 02 02. A copy of the catalogue is in the Society's library.
JOSEPH HACKMEY
Stampex 2009 – among the winners of Large Gold medals at this prestigious event was Mr. Joseph
Hackmey with his display of “Classic Switzerland”. Members will recall that Mr. Hackmey provided a
display at the Swiss Stamp Show in Rapperswil where he was presented with one of the first Swiss
Stamp Dealers' Association's Golden Dove awards for outstanding contributions to Swiss philately.
REPORT OF THE NORTHERN GROUP'S MEETING IN DECEMBER 2009
“Over 10c. and Under 1 fr.” was the subject of this meeting It produced three varied displays. Dennis
Cairns began with a selection of Airmails covering the period 1913 to 1929. He began with three cards
franked with 5c. Tell Boys but, as he pointed out, the vignettes for the airmail event cost 50c. so fitting the
subject. He showed various vignettes for air shows along with a 1919 airmail cover franked with the 50c.
with propeller overprint. Then followed some Mittelholzer flights and special first flights. Tony Hoyle
showed a wide range of postcards reproducing railway posters from the past. He pointed out that they all
cost under 1fr. when he originally bought them. David Hope showed a variety of covers related to different
postal rates. The cash on delivery service was illustrated with items from 1880 through to 1952. Debt
collection items from 1902 to 1950 followed. Three value declared items rated 50c. to 60c. were shown
along with various internal registered items. Four covers illustrated foreign rates in the 1860s, while a
number of others showed foreign rates during the Second World War. All in all varied interpretations of the
subject, enjoyed by all present.
A QUERY REGARDING A DOPPELMARKE BOOKLET

CHARLES KIDDLE

Could any members give me some information about the 'Doppelmarke' item
illustrated here ? It shows a block of four from a pane of twenty which was
contained in a booklet with a blue cover. Perhaps they are revenues? Information
to the Editor please, to pass on.
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When displaying material to knowledgeable and eagle-eyed members of the society I am always slightly
nervous that mistakes will be spotted and mentioned, albeit in the best spirit of our meetings. Earlier this
year my ‘cancels’ display for the Wessex meeting included a 1901 postcard posted at the hotel on
Eggishorn, canton Valais, where it had been struck with a straight-line canceller. On transit via Fiesch post
office it collected a cds (see Fig.1). The same display sheet included a 25c Standing Helvetia ‘D’ printing
from 1894 that had been cancelled with the Eggishorn straight-liner (see Figure 2). Nothing unusual here
– until you look closely at the examples and you may notice something that escaped the attention of both
myself and fellow Swiss philatelists: the straight-line canceller struck on the postcard is EGGISHORN
(WALLIS) whilst the cancel on the single stamp is worded EGGISHORN (VALAIS)
Following this intriguing discovery I checked the cancellation specialist’s bible, 'Schweiz
Abstemplungenwerke 1843-1907' in which only the French version is listed (AW 45/E11) which is known
to have been in use between 1889 and 1900. Eggishorn was a seasonal sub-post office located in the
mountain-top hotel. According to Karl Gebert’s 'Postel Chronik' it was issued firstly with a straight-line
cancel in 1889 and later with a cds in 1904. Whilst writing this piece I came across an interesting
publication ‘Die Schweizerische Hôtelpost und der Hôtel-Telegraphen und Telephondienst im 19th
Jahrhundert’, a comprehensive work on hotel cancels prepared written in 1962 by H Leutwyler. That work
also shows only the Valais version of the straight-line canceller.
The Eggishorn postal agency survived until 1966. Postal cancellers for such locations are usually in one
or other language - so why should such a remote location as Eggishorn have been issued with two
cancellers in different languages? Were they changed at some time between 1894 and 1901? Or were
there two cancellers available for use at the same time - possibly depending upon the destination of the
mail item?
Canton Valais straddles the German/French speaking divide and numerous places have alternative
names in both languages, such as Visp/Viège, Sion/Sitter etc. Figure 3 shows an unusual, bilingual
straight-line cancel VISP (VIÈGE) listed in AW as Group 44/151 (and noted as being a railway cancel).

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

NEWS OF A RECENT DISPLAY
Macclesfield and Prestbury Philatelic Society – at the last meeting of their season members were
entertained by one of their number, David Ripley, who gave a display of 'Postal History of Geneva from
1743 (reported in the ABPS News for Dec. 2009).
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